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What do you need?

Solutions

ONE BUTTON OR SENSOR 
ACTIVATED FLIGTHS

Long range 
heavy duty

Excellent long endurance and 

heavy payload capacity 

empowers Skylle 1550 an 

outstanding industrial 

hexacopter UAV. It features 

lightweight carbon fiber 

onebody fuselage. The UAV is 

IP54 built. Skylle 1550 is a 

reliable high performance flight 

platform for various industrial 

applications such as security, 

fire control, and electric fields. 

As an open platform, MMC 

Skylle 1550 is compatible with 

orthographic camera, oblique 

camera, zoom camera , 3D 

laser radar, and other 

customized payloads within 12 

kg.

customized payloads within 12 

kg.

Our 
workhorse

Notuzi B90 UAV is portable 

with a small size, detachable 

landing gears and foldable 

arms. It comes with Pixhawk 

flight control and handheld 

GCS. It weighs 3kg and has a 

remote control distance up to 

10km. The plug and play 

connector that is compatible 

with different payloads 

including orthographic camera, 

the oblique camera, zoom 

camera, thermal camera and 

speaker it works well in various 

missions such as survey and 

mapping, firefighting, public 

security, search and rescue, 

inspection, bird dispersal etc.

Farming 
tools

Multispectral imaging camera 

sensors on agricultural UAV    

allow farmers to manage crops, 

soil, fertilizing and irrigation 

more effectively. The 

multispectral images integrate 

with specialized agriculture 

software which output 

information to meaningful data. 

The land telemetry soil and 

crop data allow the grower to 

monitor, plan and manage the 

farm more effectively, saving 

time and money along with 

reducing the use of pesticides.

80-160 Minutes 45-90 Minutes 25 Minutes



The UAV`s  can by the payload quick connector easily bu used for different purposes, all payloads can be controlled from 

the control system as in a planned flight or during an actual fligth.

Multipurpose
Applications

UAV technology safely maps terrain and property,

detects illegal  land development and buildings and

easily finds and calculate mass movements. All with

high quality measurements that are comparable or

superior to traditional methods.

Land Surveying

An effective air patrol system can cover more areas or 

blind spots and reduce the number of personnel in the 

field. We provide a comprehensive solution of UAV with 

various payloads, to improve the efficiency of law 

enforcement and safety.

Surveillance

Quick responding and reliable performance are two im 

portant features of SAR. Our UAV solution is designed 

for both stationary and easy transportable use. With IP 

56 the units can operate in harsh environment. Saves 

lives in minutes compared to manual search.

Search and Rescue

Timely and effective powerline inspection. There were 

numbers of challenges and difficulties during power 

line inspection in the past years, our UAV develops 

safely automatic power lines inspection.

Powerlines

Survey and Mapping UAV are able to equip with digital 

camera, oblique camera, and 3D Lidar payload, 

collecting and processing images instantly. With built-in 

accurate auto mission function and precise positioning 

system, rapidly improve survey and mapping efficiency.

Cartography and Geodesy

Surveillance of aquaculture and early warning of algae

bloom with hyperspectral camera, the worlds most

effective bird dispersal tool and crop surveillance with

the use of multispectral camera.

Agriculture and Aquaculture



Compatibility

The WiPort garage is compatible with 

our two biggest UAV`s, Skylle 1550 and 

Notuzi B90.

The system hart

The hart of our fully automatic UAV 

system is our WiPort UAV garage. The 

UAV garage makes it possible to have 

flights activated by timer, camera or 

other sensor types. The garage is built 

for harch environment and can be used 

in cold climate. The garage is equipped 

with a tempered system that always 

keeps the UAV charged, dry and ready 

to fly.

WiPort UAV Garage
Our Latest Technology



Early Algae Bloom Warning

UAV`s are beneficial tools for algal

bloom detection due to the mobility

and is not limited by clouds. Users

can choose their own flight paths,

spatial, spectral, temporal solutions

and revisit time. This is critical due to

that spatial and temporal changes in

phytoplankton biomass have high

variability and may require frequent

revisit times.

The use of hyperspectral camera will

give detailed information of oil spill,
jelly fish, oil spill and algae bloom etc.

Bird Dispersal

Special Use

By use of 125 dB speaker with integrated camera a 

UAV system is very effective for bird dispersal. Tools 

with natural sound from preying birds and distress 

calls is environment and animal friendly 

recommended by WWF. The speaker can be 

controlled and switched on and off during actual 

flights and saved flights. The speaker fits into the 

UAV`s quick connection.

The operator can talk directly to personnel and 

intruders.



Double your flight time

 Fuel Cell Batteries

By use of fuel cell batteries you can double your flight 

time, this batteries have only 50% weight compared to a 

standard Li-po battery. Fuel cell batteries do not have 

any combustion during operation, hydrogen and oxygen 

from air and create a chemical reaction and generate 

electricity, the by product is water with high security 

and zero emission. 
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